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Recent great advances of information visualization and visual languages have not been

utilized in the management field. This View point article advocates the use of

appropriate visual languages in general and visualization in particular to maximize

human’s visual perceptual power for rapid and effective communication in manage-

ment.
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1. Introduction

Mankind communicated using symbols and drawings
long before spoken languages were developed. We con-
sider those symbols and drawings as visual languages [1],
that carry specific meanings, or semantics and serve
effective communication purposes. In a broader sense,
visual languages refer to any two or more dimensional
communication medias, including art, images, sign languages,
maps, and charts, to name a few, not limited to visual

programming languages [8]. In other words, visual languages
serve the purpose of visual communication between humans
and between human and machine. Visualization is a type of
visual language for representing (statically or dynamically)
sophisticated concepts or datasets in a two or more dimen-
sional fashion.

Maximizing the effectiveness of visual communication,
video, visual art and design have also been successfully
utilized in marketing and advertising [7]. Yet in many
management activities, visual languages or visualization
have been largely limited to the stereotypes of statistical
charts, that mostly encode two attributes at a time and
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fail to convey any complex relationships. Various new
concepts introduced in management sciences are described
in lengthy texts or tedious tables, and there is an apparent
lack of innovative use of intuitive visual languages to
communicate the concepts. Recent great advances of
information visualization and visual languages have not
been utilized in the management field. This View Point
article advocates the use of appropriate visual languages
in general and visualization in particular to maximize
human’s visual perceptual power for rapid and effective
communication in management.

2. Visual communication in management

Marketing is an area that has already been successfully
exploring visual communication in its activities [7], such
as reaching potential customers. This section will demon-
strate a few examples of visualization approaches appro-
priate in some other subareas of management. The aim
here is to encourage more applications of effective visual
languages in all aspects of management.

2.1. Finance

Stock pricing over a period of time is a typical type of
time series data and various time series representations,
most notably historic candlestick and line charts, have
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Fig. 1. Stock price variation using a scatter plot to visualize stock prices and changes in percentage (the color shading of each dot shows the time of the

data). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. An example social network encoded with communication volumes and recency (Courtesy Quang Vinh Nguyen).
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been commercially used. Lei [6] recently investigated
various types of visual representations and metaphors
for stock related financial data. One of the representations
is an adapted scatter plot for stock pricing clustering [5].
The basic idea of stock pricing clustering is to reveal the
trading barrier of a stock and identify its resilience. The
data to be clustered is the price change and price value of
a stock. Such data are placed in a scatter plot as shown in
Fig. 1. The horizontal axis represents the price, and the
vertical axis is for the price change in percentage. The
color shading of each data point indicates the date. The
darker the earlier date a stock is recorded on. Unlike
traditional charts used for technical analysis such as
candlestick charts and line charts, the advantage of this
plot is that it condenses the data within a finite display
area and clearly shows the aggregated areas.
2.2. Organization

The corporate structure and personal relationships
within a corporate are best visualized as node-edge
diagrams. The hierarchical structure charts used by HR
departments and recently popular social network visuali-
zation are all good examples of effective use of visual
languages for communicating complex network struc-
tures. Fig. 2 depicts a social network structure, where
people are shown in light yellow nodes, interconnected by
their job relationships in a company. The thickness of a
link between two persons indicates their communication
volume while the darkness encodes the recency of the
communication between them. It is easy to see who in the
network play important roles, and if removed, parts of
the network are no longer connected and many people



Fig. 3. Sphere representation of overall financial status in InfoShape.
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Fig. 4. The ‘‘Entrepreneurial Marketing’’ concept illustrated.
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become dangled. Removing such players in the network
could lead to undesirable consequences, such as a total
communication failure, in the company. Therefore, such
an intuitive visualization would assist corporate leaders
in making correct personnel hiring and layoff decisions.

2.3. Management

A corporate general manager would typically need to
know the performance of his/her organization, say, in
terms of sales, in the last month or quarter. Before
knowing the overall performance, he/she usually has no
interest in the performance of an individual product or
department. How do we represent such an overview of
the performance so that the GM could immediately get an
overall impression of the financial health for a specific
period at a glance of the representation? If needed, the
GM could also inspect individual products or departments
for their performance. An example approach is the sphere
representation (possibly with distortions) of multidimen-
sional datasets [2], known as InfoShape as shown in Fig. 3.
The distortion types may represent different product lines
and their positions on the sphere may represent different
departments. Colors may indicate sales status, such as profit
and loss. In a real world application, these 3-dimensional
features may be designed to correspond to different
measurements in management.

2.4. Concepts visualized

Another important aspect of visual communication in
management is diagrammatical and intuitive representa-
tion of managerial concepts. A good example is how to
intuitively represent the sophisticated concept of Entre-
preneurial Marketing.

According to Lassiter III [4], ‘‘Entrepreneurial Market-
ing’’ is a process, that ‘‘seeks to ‘reverse engineer’ a path
linking two different sets of customers at two different
points in time.’’ The key elements of entrepreneurial
marketing include: people, partners, products/services,
customers, and tools and techniques. The author went in
length (16 pages) explaining the complex relationships
among these elements, which could be intuitively pre-
sented in one diagram illustrated in Fig. 4. If necessary,
the diagram can be explained briefly as follows. Tools and
techniques merge the minds of customers and the devel-
opers, and thus can prioritize product developments and
sales effort. People (real workers) in the venture manage
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the connection between products and customers. They
receive feedback from customers through focus groups
using TQM tools, and define/refine products based on the
feedback. In order to accelerate product sales, people also
recruit visionary partners as early adopters who would
influence mainstay customers. Long term and loyal
customers would eventually become partners.

2.5. Towards managerial esthetics

The above discussion of visual communication in
management can be considered one of the important
topics in the framework of managerial esthetics, an emer-
ging multi-disciplinary subject that the author is cur-
rently working on [9]. Managerial esthetics emphasizes
the critical roles of visual elements (e.g. in art, design and
visualization) in modern management.

Overwhelming evidences suggest that the skill, at least
the appreciation, of art and design is essential for success-
ful managers and executives. We strongly advocate that
visual thinking in general and art and design courses in
particular should be included in the MBA and executive
education curricula. Apple’s success in recent years and
the great influence of the calligraphy class Steve Jobs took
on Apple’s products have provided a proving example [3].
As a summary statement of this View Point, visual and
graphic means should be maximally utilized for more
intuitive and fast understanding across language bound-
aries in the digital era of corporate management.
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